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Meeting Minutes 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 
The Chair, Mr. Troy McDonald, called the meeting to order at 9:00 AM 

2. PRAYER Reverend James Brocious, Stuart Alliance Church. 

3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

4. ROLLCALL 
Members in Attendance: 
Troy McDonald, Chair, City of Stuart Commissioner 
Sarah Heard, Martin County Board of County Commissioners 
Tom Campenni, City of Stuart Commissioner 
Vinny Barile, Vice Chair, Town of Sewall's Point Commissioner 
Edward Ciampi, Martin County Board of County Commissioners 
Doug Smith, Martin County Board of County Commissioners 
Harold Jenkins, Martin County Board of County Commissioners 
Anthony Dowling, Indiantown Representative, non-voting member 

Members Excused: 
None. 

Members Absent: 
None. 

Staff in Attendance: 
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator 
Alice Bojanowski, Senior Planner 
Bolivar Gomez, Planner 
Ricardo Vazquez, Senior Associate Planner 
Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Assistant III 

Others in Attendance: 
Jeff Weidner, Marlin Engineering 
Mira Skoroden, Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) 
Lois Bush, Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) 
Stewart Robertson, Kimley Horn 
Dan Hiden, Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) 
Victoria Williams, Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) Turnpike 
Susan O'Rourke, Susan E. O'Rourke, P. E., Inc. 
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Terry Rauth, Martin County Deputy County Engineer 
Lisa Wichser, Martin County Development Review Administrator 

A quorum was present for this meeting. 

5. APPROVE AGENDA 
A motion to approve the agenda was provided by Ms. Sara Heard. A second 
was provided by Mr. Edward Ciampi. There was no opposition and the motion 
passed unanimously. 

6. APPROVE MINUTES 
Ms. Sarah Heard made a motion to approve the minutes of the February 27, 
2017 meeting. The motion was seconded by Mr. Doug Smith. There were no 
corrections. The motion was approved unanimously. 

7. PUBLIC COMMENTS 
(PLEASE LIMJT YOUR COMMENTS TO THREE MINUTES; COMPLETE CARD TO COMMENT) 

None. 

8. BUSINESS ITEM 
A. PUBLIC HEARING 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN (PIP) - FINAL DRAFT 
Mr. McDonald opened the floor for a public hearing and called on Ms. Beth 
Beltran. Ms. Beltran advised that the Public Involvement Plan (PIP) was 
approved at the prior MPO Policy Board meeting. She stated that the 
amendments to the PIP were the result of Federal Highway Administration 
(FHW A) training attended by Staff back in September. Ms. Beltran explained 
that Staff provided a copy of the adopted PIP for their review in preparation for 
the upcoming Federal Audit, and that FHW A made several recommendations 
to update the document. No public comments were forthcoming, and the PIP 
was approved by the Board during the 45 day review period. Ms. Beltran said 
as a housekeeping issue it is returning to this Board for a Public Hearing to 
provide a Final Adoption. 

A motion to approve the Martin MPO Public Involvement Plan was 
provided by Mr. Edward Ciampi. That motion was seconded by Ms. 
Sarah Heard. The vote was called and the motion passed unanimously. 

B. FEC RAIL GRADE SEPARATION FEASIBILITY STUDY 
PRIORITIZATION 
Ms. Beltran advised that Mr. Jeff Weidner, from Marlin Engineering, is the 
consultant on the Florida East Coast (FEC) Railroad Feasibility Study. Mr. 
Weidner thanked for Board for having him adding that he was here to update 
the Board on the Conceptual Design Phase of the project. He advised that he 
will briefly go over the project status, mentioning the two-tier screening 
process and sharing with the Board the candidates for the Grade Crossings, one 
for the roadways, the other for the pedestrian/bicycle crossing between railroad 
crossings, and then the next steps. Mr. Weidner noted that the meeting series 
began in September, 2016 with the full cycle of advisory committee meetings 
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to have the scope approved. He stated that a Strategic Advisory Team was 
developed including organizations/agencies such as Emergency Services, the 
various advisory committees, the City, and the Community Redevelopment 
Agencies (CRA), to review the Tier I and II Process. He reported on the public 
open house event, presentations to Boards and to the Joint Advisory 
Committee as well as to the Golden Gate Neighbor Advisory Committee 
(NAC). He said they were currently in the Tier II process, having started with 
25 at-grade railroad crossings, then reducing down to ten roadway and five 
pedestrian crossings. At this point they are at seeking approval to provide the 
conceptual analysis on two roadways and two pedestrian crossings. Mr. 
Weidner explained that this process began with the collection of technical, 
safety and other vital information during Tier I, such as emergency services, 
evacuation routes, right-of-way (ROW) and crash impacts. He reviewed the 
top five, beginning with the most justified for funding: Monterey Road, Indian 
Street, Dixie Highway/Rio, Cove Road, and a new crossing for the Airport 
Extension over the railroad and into the airport. The public feedback was very 
similar with Monterey on top, Dixie Highway/Rio, Indian Street, with the 
airport extension. With robust discussion from the Joint Citizens', Bicycle and 
Technical Advisory Committees (CAC/BP AC and TAC) meeting, the results 
were that Monterey Road and Indian Street should move forward for the 
conceptual grade separation design. Mr. Weidner advised that with concerns 
of air space intrusion on the Monterey Road option, a third alternate was 
included [Grumman Boulevard]. Grumman Boulevard is the extension of the 
Monterey Road Extension, with the proposal coming up over the railroad 
tracks and Dixie Highway into the airport. If Monterey Road is eliminated 
after further review, the Indian Street crossing would be studied. A lot of 
discussion ensued at that Joint Meeting about the corridor between Monterey 
Road and Indian Street with significant ROW impact at this location. He 
advised that the separation would have to rise above the railroad track on 
Indian Street. The conceptual phase will be studying impacts on driveways 
and businesses on that stretch of roadway. He noted that at the Joint Meeting 
the Airport Director indicated that if there is a customs facility, there would be 
an increase in traffic, which helped this alternate move up the scale for the 
technical review. 

Mr. Weidner clarified that each of the conceptual designed roadway facilities 
would include pedestrian and bicycle facilities, but the pedestrians/cyclists 
crossings would be located "between" the railroad crossings to connect and 
complement the areas. He advised there has been much conversation about 
how difficult it is to get people to use these types of crossings. Mr. Weidner 
said that it increases the walking distance, as one has to go up, over, then down 
and people will generally just cross the street where they can. To make it 
work, the crosswalk has to be attractive and safe to use. There is a lot of 
anxiety about using them as people can't see behind poles, can't see what is 
happening on the top of the crosswalk. Elevators make people nervous 
because they are unsure of who will get on the elevator behind them. He 
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provided a couple of examples of above ground crossovers; one in Miami that 
has an elevator that will fit three or four bicycles; the other at the University of 
Florida with an open, and colorful, layout with a visual of the top of the bridge. 
He said the public and all three committees' recommendations for Golden Gate 
and Downtown Stuart areas were synonymous. Dixie Highway through 
Golden Gate has the most significant pedestrian and cyclist traffic. Mr. 
Weidner said that they met with the people from Golden Gate, who have 
concerns with the homeless populous in the railroad track vicinity but they do 
recognize the shopping and job opportunities on the opposing side of the 
tracks. He said that the location for the proposed bridge has yet to be 
determined, but this conceptual phase will help solidify that decision. The 
Downtown Stuart area already has a fence between Colorado Avenue and the 
other crossing, since people cross the railroad tracks ad hoc. He said the 
proposed crossing will be approximately 30-50 feet wide, possibly a "public 
space" consisting of views to the water and public displays to attract people to 
the overpass. Mr. Weidner said that they are seeking approval to move 
forward and obtain feedback on the roadway crossings of Monterey Road, 
Indian Street and the Alternate toward the airport from the Monterey Road 
Extension, plus the pedestrian/cyclist crossings in Golden Gate and Downtown 
Stuart. He advised that the next steps will include additional advisory team 
and community meetings, with deeper details of ROW, utilities and other 
access assessments as well as conceptual drawings. This, Mr. Weidner said 
will return in the June .committee meetings with the final report due in July. 

Mr. Vinny Barile said that he was present at the meeting when the Airport 
Manager mentioned the traffic increase from 700 to 12,000; what is the 
derivation of that figure? Mr. Weidner advised that it was from their [the 
airport's] analysis regarding the potentially new Customs facility. Mr. Barile 
suggested it was relatively high especially for a currently non-existing facility 
and questioned its consideration. Ms. Sarah Heard agreed, saying that the 
figures seem inflated. She acknowledged coming in late to this discussion, 
questioning who was funding this project, why were the potential areas 
whittled down to two roadways/two pedestrian crossings, and when will they 
be constructed? Mr. Weidner explained that they started with 25 crossings, 
narrowed it to the ten with most potential for success, selecting two due to the 
level of resources noting that none of these currently are funded or on Martin's 
priority list, this will happen subsequent to the final decisions. He said that 
future crossing possibilities may be placed on the priority lists but for now this 
is more fiscally responsible. As for funding, Ms. Lois Bush is present and has 
indicated that Monterey Road is a State facility and there is potential to receive 
State funds for that project; Indian Street, however, is a County Road so 
Federal or MPO funds may be available to offset some costs, if this is chosen 
by the Board to be placed on a priority list. Mr. Smith reflected that in prior 
years Monterey Road was considered for this type of project but after great 
expense it was dismissed due to numerous business interruptions on the west 
side. He advised that he'd be curious to see the new analysis whether over or 
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under the railroad. Mr. Smith noted two conflict areas: when to get into the 
queue to turn South on US 1 as you may end up behind motorists turning left 
into the mall South of Monterey; and the stacking that currently occurs if a 
motorist is NOT stopped by the tracks or by the light at Monterey Road and 
Dixie Highway, that queuing becomes much worse for those going South on 
US 1, and he inquired if this will be addressed in modeling of the roadways or 
if this will be considered. Mr. Smith clarified that he is referring to actual 
traffic modeling like what is used in the County's Field Operations which 
shows the queuing, the staging, the cars arriving at the intersection, how far 
back they are staged and when the release happens. Mr. Weidner advised that 
simulated intersection analysis for both of these intersections is in the scope 
(but not beyond these intersections). Mr. Smith stated that without diminishing 
the need to study the others, out of all the intersections, this particular one is 
the most problematic especially during the morning and evening rush hours 
and lunch time. He also requested some assurance that seasonal numbers be 
factored in as well to make an accurately informed decision. Mr. Smith 
suggested that an official analysis be provided from the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) to confirm or deny the issue of elevation on Monterey to 
eliminate future potential studies and end the guessing as he doesn't recall that 
being an issue in a previous study. 

Mr. Smith noted the proposed, large pedestrian crossing in downtown Stuart. 
He refreshed the memories of those from the City of Stuart that for years 
discussions were entertained regarding a potential parking garage in the 
triangular park vicinity of Woodman's Hall [near Akron Avenue], and he is 
unsure as to the plans of the City of Stuart for that vicinity. Mr. Smith 
suggested the possibility of a mid-block crossing directly into that parking 
garage if that is in the plans. He said it would incentivize people to use it, 
giving a rainy scenario with pedestrians needing to get to their vehicles, though 
it may be a longer walk, it would be dry, and with sun it provides shade. Mr. 
Smith also suggested the redevelopment of the north side of the other triangle 
parcel area, that could be a connection point as there are residents in that area 
now. Finally, said Mr. Smith, the Courthouse parcel years ago was considered 
for a transit center in the Southeast section of Flagler. Should the City move 
their facilities, and redevelopment take place, possibly in the Long Range 
Transportation Plans (LRTP) that could become more of a City Center. There 
may be a connection over the east side of Flagler into the parking lot where the 
Courthouse is and to the Transit Center and to the West side of the tracks to 
Kiwanis Park with the additional off-site parking which also connects those 
two neighborhoods. Mr. Smith said that will better connect the neighborhood 
without the interference of the railroad tracks. He addressed Ms. Lois Bush as 
to from where the funds would come. Ms. Bush said that they [FDOT] have 
railroad safety and grade separation projects to which they added Monterey 
Road and into the Cost Feasible Plan (CFP) using Strategic Intermodal System 
(SIS) funds. Mr. Smith said if they lumped their projects into something 
"railroad" and they are prioritized in the LR TP into "railroad something" 
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would that go into the normal "queue" of FDOT funding? Ms. Bush advised if 
it were on the priority list, yes, it would be okay to use SIS funds. He said that 
Grumman Boulevard could be a mid-block crossing between Indian Street and 
Monterey Road. How would that reconnect, would Dixie Highway be elevated 
to meet the Grumman Boulevard crossing? Mr. Smith inquired if FOOT would 
be able to provide feedback and if there would be various options as to the 
connections provided. Mr. Weidner reminded the Board that this is a planning 
study; we could go over the tracks to the elevated Dixie Highway at a traffic 
signal atop of the grade separation and into the airport. Some discussion 
ensued, then Mr. Smith suggested the intersection at the Fairgrounds (which 
may/may not move) adding that if that location were to redevelop, parking 
could happen on the west side of the railroad tracks so whatever happens in 
that area it may become potential parking and/or a crossover. Mr. Weidner 
confirmed the suggestion is a pedestrian crossing to the fairground site. 

Mr. Ciampi liked the idea of the wider crossover with some form of an amenity 
similar to a tourist attraction in New York City which consists of an elevated 
rail line. He expressed favor also to the photo of the bridge at the University of 
Florida. He mentioned the existing pedestrian bridge on Willoughby which is 
specifically to a school which has been fenced beyond the entrance in order to 
corral the students to utilize it. He said that he's witnessed students walking 
past the fence to cross the street at the end of it. A great amount of expense 
went into the crosswalk to protect the children but they are not interested. 

Mr. Ciampi said one point he wants to make is about the Martin Highway 
corridor from the Post Office to the Turnpike toll booths which has become 
extremely dangerous. He mentioned that it's been suggested to him that a 
pedestrian bridge be erected, but he said unless there's an enticing lure to 
encourage people to use it, it's a waste of funds. Mr. Ciampi said that he 
appreciates Mr. Weidner' s efforts and he looks forward to seeing the results. 

Mr. McDonald advised that he doesn't see the value to have a roadway bridge 
at the alternative location to the airport and the [traffic] numbers are elevated. 
He is of the opinion that going underneath the tracks at the Monterey Road 
location would be the best site plus that would alleviate some traffic issues. He 
mentioned that Monterey Road also has the potential for FOOT funding, it 
won't happen for years but planning for it needs to happen now. Mr. 
McDonald said that he is in support of a parking garage with a pedestrian 
bridge from the Sailfish Park and Ride. He said that the City has recently 
approved a future parking needs study. Mr. Smith suggested that possibly all 
of that could be accommodated within one study instead of paying to do it 
twice. Mr. McDonald said that the City's study is tied to redevelopment as 
well and it's very costly. He is of the opinion that the Golden Gate crossing 
would be good as there are existing foot paths across the tracks that are visible 
from the road. 

Mr. Weidner sought clarification as there's only about a month to wrap this up 
and move forward. On the concept, is Martin looking at the functional or 
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wider crossing as you will probably want an architectural/Urban Design firm to 
look as how something would fit in the City of Stuart. Marlin is a Civil 
Engineering firm and we look at ROW, utilities etc. and we don't want you to 
be disappointed. Mr. Smith said that things should only be done once which is 
why he's brought this up with the City. Possibly in the downtown core of the 
City "things" should be partnered together so as not to have duplicating 
projects. Possibly if the firm hired by the City will have design and 
engineering numbers in their study, contacting them to see what is being done 
could be of benefit to both entities. Mr. Smith suggested that all comments 
heard today should be incorporated into the projects Marlin will be studying. 
Mr. Smith advised that he's unsure as to the cost of these projects and that 
information would also be helpful. Mr. Weidner advised that the entire work 
order is $80,000 with four concept studies, two roadways/two pedestrian 
crossings. Ms. Beltran clarified for the Board that this is the initial planning 
study for the scope to move ahead for the analysis; the final concept analysis 
will return to the Board in June. Also, the Board will adopt the Final Priority 
List for fiscal year (FY) 2019-2023 and if desired, the results of the study may 
be included on that priority list. However, we would need to make an LRTP 
amendment if that were to happen. Mr. Smith said that corridor studies have 
been done which were more inclusive and thorough but this project has so 
many moving pieces that he is of the opinion that it may be better time/money 
spent if we step back and consider more of a corridor study from Indian Street 
to wherever, including all the components: Golden Gate, Monterey Road, 
Indian Street, to Downtown Stuart to Rio. He provided the example of Indian 
Street and Monterey Road being approved, funded and constructed, what 
traffic pattern impacts will that have in Downtown Stuart? If parking facilities 
are constructed and Martin moves to a Transit Center Hub downtown, what 
will that look like? Mr. Smith said if all the pieces are not given the 
appropriate consideration Martin becomes stuck, he is of the opinion that 
something more cohesive needs to be done. 

Commissioner Heard moved to proceed with [the study for] the railroad 
crossings at Monterey Road, Indian Street and the pedestrian/bicycle 
crossings at Golden Gate and Downtown Stuart. Mr. Barile provided a 
second. Mr. McDonald asked ifthe motion could include an amendment to the 
Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) so that it may get onto the priority 
list. Ms. Beltran explained to Ms. Heard that it allows the State to continue 
with a Project Development and Environmental (PD&E) study. She mentioned 
that it's the pleasure of the Board if they want to see further analysis as to the 
project's impact on Monterey Road, the airport and the business, the PD&E 
Study would provide that data. Without it in the LRTP the Board could not 
request the State perform that additional analysis which would be more of an 
engineering study instead of a planning study. Ms. Heard said that she 
would amend her motion to include the LRTP amendment; Mr. Barile 
accepted the amendment with his second. Mr. Smith apologetically said to 
Mr. Weidner that though he's sure a good job will be done, he's afraid that 
Martin will be missing the big picture, spending funds that are not working in 
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conjunction with the City of Stuart. He said if we have reached the point to 
considering grade or under grade separations, spend that much money and 
energy, we should be looking at the entire corridor, understanding the 
dynamics of it all from the vision of a long range plan. He said that focusing 
just on these four elements is not inclusive enough and he will not support it. 
Ms. Beltran advised Mr. Smith that the results of the study can be shared with 
the City, recognizing that they have recently hired a consultant to perform this 
parking study so in the future when this study returns adopted, in June, staff 
will share it with City staff and at that time if this Board desires to speak with 
the City to discuss future coordination it may be addressed in the fall. Mr. 
McDonald agreed saying that he's amenable to coordination but he believes 
this does need to be moved along. He said that often important things are 
delayed to coordinate other projects and it stifles other projects as well. Mr. 
Smith said that it sounded like Martin was looking at a time frame of ten years 
prior to construction. Mr. Weidner said he was of the opinion that as the FEC 
is an SIS facility, and Monterey Road was the only State Road, he thought that 
Ms. Bush said that any crossing over the FEC could be funded with SIS funds. 
It's already in the SIS Needs Plan, which means it's Statewide money and 
intrinsically the SIS Needs Plan is already mentioned in Martin's LRTP. Mr. 
Weidner said he was with FDOT for 16 years, there are ways to work with the 
funds and he doesn't believe it would take 10 years. He said do the PD&E and 
it'll be about three years, though there will be some delay due to business and 
elevation push back. Mr. Smith asked if we spend the time to make a more 
cohesive project, we go to the state, say this is a cohesive project, it's a SIS 
highway crossing which is a major significance to all Martin County due to the 
confluence of multi-directional travel, and we are of the opinion that it is worth 
additional studying. Mr. Smith believes that this Board should see the larger 
picture/longer plans and more than four intersections. Seeing no additional 
public comments the questions on the motion on the floor was called. The 
motion passed with Mr. Smith dissenting. 

C. MARTIN COUNTY TRANSPORTATION CONCURRENCY UPDATE 
It was noted that this item was requested by Commissioner Smith. Ms. Beth 
Beltran advised that the Martin County's Traffic Department has just come out 
with the FY2016 Level of Service (LOS) Inventory Report. Mr. Luke Lambert 
from the Traffic Division is here to make that presentation, providing an update 
on the transportation concurrency which is the precursor to the MPO's priority 
projects discussion which will happen in a couple of months. An annual 
assessment of the roads is required to consider future traffic congestion and 
plan for reduction of that congestion. Martin has an adopted LOS of "D", the 
City of Stuart is LOS "E" and FDOT is LOS "C" for the SIS facilities such as 
State Road (SR) 710, and rural roads under Transportation Regional Incentive 
Projects (TRIP) funds is "C". Mr. Lambert provided pictures to show the lack 
of/or congestion of each of three LOS levels. He noted that the LOS Inventory 
Report for FY2016 was posted at the end of March, which indicates 
information such as Peak Hours, Peak Directional Volume and General LOS 
when combined generates the Average Annual Growth Rates. Mr. Lambert 
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explained the forward projections for the next ten years. Mr. Ciampi referred 
back to page 101 seeking clarification for the LOS "E" and "F" listed in Palm 
City. It was learned that those indicated the LOS is failing. Mr. Lambert 
provided a graph which delineates County-wide Historic Growth over a five 
year period, highlighting those roads slated to fail in that time frame. He is of 
the opinion that the projected segments will fail once the growth rate stabilizes. 
Mr. Lambert provided a map indicating the LOS for the County denoting those 
getting close to failing as well as a future projection map signifying those 
anticipated to fail within that time frame. He provided a chart indicating the 
projects listed on the MPO's Cost Feasible Plan (CFP), and then overlaid those 
projects on a map to provide perspective, briefly mentioning each roadway and 
the anticipated failure date in the 2021 Network LOS. Mr. Lambert advised as 
to the timeframe for FDOT projected funding and he suggested solutions for 
each of five roadways, naming each and describing its suggested solution. He 
advised that each roadway needed continued monitoring and further analysis, 
designating the approximate time that each should be placed on the MPO's 
Priority List for anticipated funding. 

Mr. Smith noted the Murphy Road project that is in the Capital Improvement 
Project (CIP) which contains the bridge rebuild. He's concerned and mentions 
it frequently that the capacity on Murphy Road/Bridge needs reviewing, adding 
that the current plans don't expand the capacity it only replaces the bridge. Ms. 
Lisa Wichser affirmed that only the bridge will be replaced noting that the 
issue is the roundabout itself not the bridge. Ms. Wichser said that the 
Department of Transportation table provides a "generalized number" stating 
that when actually traveled, the volume may be higher than what's shown on 
the table but the travel speed and congestion is not exceeding, it's more of a 
LOS "C" than a "D". Mr. Smith said that the speed is where we want it but the 
volume is greater than desired to which Ms. Wichser said only at that 
intersection. Mr. Smith said he's concerned that we will replace the bridge and 
in a few years have to replace it again to increase the capacity. Ms. Wichser 
was of the opinion that the plan was to not widen Murphy but to constrain it, 
but it is up to the pleasure of the Board. Mr. Smith said he just didn't want this 
to dictate in the future that we will have to expand the bridge a second time. 
Mr. Lambert advised that performing the detailed analysis and driving the road, 
shows the true character of the roadway. Discussion went to Cove Road where 
Mr. Lambert advised that looking at the corridor as a whole it's performing as 
a level "C", only Cove to Seaway is performing poorly. Mr. Smith mentioned 
that it had been slated to become four lanes, but the prior Board reduced it back 
to two lanes, which took the corridor concurrency out as well regardless of the 
LOS. Mr. Smith said that the effect of that decision was to advise the property 
owners along that corridor that they could not build. Discussion ensued 
regarding this event and a prior attempt to amend the Comprehensive Plan to 
establish concurrency determining that it was the jurisdiction of the Board of 
County Commissioners (BOCC) not the MPO. 
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Mr. Lambert provided his contact information and said that he will take 
questions at this time. 

Mr. Smith inquired where the Willoughby Extension was in relation to the 
MPO. Ms. Beltran advised that it is in the CFP and when the MPO discusses 
the priorities in June it will be up to the Board to include it on the priority list. 
She informed that that project had moved ahead not following the Federal 
Process, so in order to take it through the MPO Process [to Federalize the 
project] some back-stepping would be required. Ms. Beltran said that the 
priority list will be discussed in June since the Legislature meets earlier in 
2018. Ms. Wichser inquired if this presentation should be presented to the 
BOCC prior to June. Mr. Smith agreed in an attempt to clarify what's being 
recommended by the MPO. Ms. Sarah Heard said that Cove Road is in her 
district and she's adamantly opposed to having it become four lanes as it will 
create the same problem that Mr. Ciampi has on SR 714, or create another 
Indiantown Road or Okeechobee Boulevard in Palm Beach County. Both 
having deplorable outcomes, she assured. Ms. Heard said that Dixie Highway 
from Cove Road to St. Lucie Boulevard is a disaster but as we can't acquire 
ROW we've chosen to slow the Golden Gate area down with [in road] islands 
and traffic lights, adding that slow, local, crowded traffic will be the future of 
that segment and she's content with that decision. 

Mr. Barile inquired if Citrus Boulevard is going to be slowed and have 
drainage pipes added, plus how long until the road comes to fruition as far as 
purchasing ROW? Ms. Wichser confirmed he was talking about SR 714 
between Citrus Boulevard and the Turnpike. She advised that it is in design 
with construction slated for FDOT's FY2018 Work Program after July 1, 2017 
with construction beginning in FY2020/21. Mr. Barile said when he inquired 
he was advised that it was going to be a flat retention area and he was not sure 
as to what that entailed. Ms. Beltran advised that the present FDOT 
representative can take that question back to the office in order to obtain an 
answer to provide this Board. Ms. Wichser said on a construction project like 
that, a permit would have to be obtained from South Florida Water 
Management (SFWM) District which would require them to treat the runoff 
and it meets SFWM's criteria for water quality. 

Mr. McDonald stated that the City is working on the numbers for Palm City 
Road, currently a LOS "D", to find a better traffic calming solution. Mr. 
Ciampi mentioned that he uses that road and noticed that the speed tables were 
removed and replaced with blinking crossings. He said that what has been 
done with that road has made a huge improvement over what it was previously. 
Mr. McDonald advised that it is still under review. 

It was noted that this was an informational item and no approval is necessary. 

D. 2040 REGIONAL LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (RLRTP) 
Ms. Beltran advised that the Martin MPO is the lead agency for the 2040 
Regional Long Range Transportation Plan {RLR TP) which is being developed 
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with the Indian River MPO and the St. Lucie Transportation Planning 
Organization (TPO), T/MPOs. She stated that Martin's General Planning 
Consultant (GPC) Kimley-Hom is being used and Mr. Stewart Roberson is 
here to provide this presentation. Mr. Robertson, from Kimley-Hom 
introduced himself advising that he will elaborate on the RLRTP of which 
Martin is the lead agency for the three regional T/MPOs. He said that the Plan 
is being guided by the Regional Plan Management Team (RPMT) which 
consists of the directors of the three MPOs and FDOT staff. He said that they 
are going to the regional committees, Boards, Treasure Coast Technical 
Advisory Committee (TCT AC) and the Treasure Coast Transportation Council 
(TCTC) making presentations. He added that the TCTC is the approval body 
for the plan. The purpose of the Plan serves as an overlay for the three 
individual LRTPs all of which were being adopted a couple of years ago. He 
said that this will provide a regional, integrated, transportation network for the 
identified Needs Plan Projects on the Regional Network. Mr. Robertson stated 
that it began with the development of the Informational Brochure which each 
T/MPO has posted on their website. This information includes but is not 
limited to a review of Federal and State Legislation related to regional 
transportation as well as a Trends and Conditions Report with information on 
population and employment. According to the US Census Bureau and the 
University of Florida (UF) Economic Business Research data for the three 
Counties, a 50% anticipated population growth between 2010 and 2040 is 
expected. Mr. Robertson stated that the percentage rates are a little less than 
the previous LRTP horizon. He pointed out on a graphic showing how close 
businesses gravitate to major corridors such as US 1 or the downtown Stuart 
area, as well as one showing the locations of residents. Mr. Robertson noted 
the importance of the Regional Network and how important it is to the LRTP 
Process. He said they began with the 2030 RLRTP Network and updated the 
roads using the established criteria and looked at projects in the individual 
LRTP Plans that were not in the 2030. Mr. Robertson described the Primary 
Regional Facilities, and the Principal Arterial Facilities that meet at least one of 
the stipulated criteria; Minor Arterial or Major Collectors must meet four of 
those criteria. He showed a list which consists of SIS Connectivity, 
Freight/Passenger Hubs and Intermodal Connectivity; Secondary Regional 
Facilities need to meet one or more of the specified criteria. The Regional 
Transportation Network is the culmination of the 2040 LRTPs Network, plus 
the additional roadways that meet the specified criteria. Mr. Robertson 
explained how they developed the Regional Needs Roadways Plan by 
overlaying the individual LRTPs Needs Plans on to the Regional Roadway 
Network. He advised that the same is true for transit in that they took the 
current regional routes from the three Counties inclusive of the Express Route 
to Palm Beach County, those serving the Park 'n' Rides along 1-95 and the 
Turnpike Corridor connecting the entire Treasure Coast Counties. Mr. 
Robertson said that for the first time, there is a Regional Non-Motorized Needs 
Plan which began with the Greenways, Trails and Paddling Trails which were 
identified by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) 
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Regional Trails Plan, adding sidewalks and bike lane projects identified by the 
individual T/MPOs on a Regional Network. He said that the East Coast 
Greenway (ECG) is highlighted on this map and is one of the facilities which is 
eligible for one of the newer funding sources for non-motorized vehicles, "Sun 
Trails" adding that the ECG is identified by FDEP as one of the five priority 
trail networks within Florida. Mr. Robertson showed the list of Project 
Prioritization Criteria which encompasses all transportation modes together. 
He explained how the projects score points by traffic reduction per ratio, 
intermodal connectivity like transit, service to Transportation Disadvantaged 
(TD) areas, bicycle/pedestrian, safety and various other components. He said 
that there are ten criteria each equally weighted for a total of 10 points 
maximum. Mr. Robertson said there is also a Freight Benefit Criteria and he 
noted that there is a simultaneous "Sister Study" being conducted by FDOT 
called the Regional Freight Plan. The freight rankings are being used in our 
Plan as a ten percent component of the prioritization overall score. 

Mr. Robertson said that in August, 2016, the TCTC adopted a series of Goals, 
which have Objective and Performance Measures for the RLRTP. The Goals 
will be used to monitor the effectiveness of the adopted RLRTP. He advised 
that there are five Goals: Goal One provides a safe connected and efficient 
rnultimodal tran ponation sy tern. Goal Two upports the economic pro ·perity 
through the region while preserving the cunent system. Goal Three protects 
d1e region ' s natural and social environment with minimal impacts. Goal Four 
conducts coordinated regional planning and decision making to impro e 
regional transportation. Goal Five protects and enhances the quality of life in 
the Trea ure Coast Region. :Mr. Robert on advised that the Objective upport 
the Goals, and have a series of performance measures which provide data and 
can evaluate the success of the Goal. He pro ided an example for Goal One of 
providing a safe and efficient multimodal system; the Objective would be 
improving the safety of the transponation system; the Performance Measure 
would be decreasing the crash rate over a specified time period. Mr. 
Robertson said that each Goal would have a corresponding Objective and 
Performance Measure. 

Mr. Robertson provided the Next Steps which consist of Prioritizing the 
Regional Projects; Identifying Regional Revenue Resources, one of which will 
be the TRIP fund Program which provides funds on a regional nature; and 
Compiling the Draft 2040 Regional Plan. 

Mr. McDonald inquired of Ms. Beltran if the TCTC will be updating the 
Rainbow List? [An obsolete regional list that was developed in a prior 
RLRTP.] Ms. Beltran advised that this new RLRTP is being developed since 
that list is out of date. Mr. McDonald stated that it is anticipated that there will 
be a June TCTC meeting. Ms. Beltran affirmed adding that the TCTC meeting 
should be the fmal adoption of this RLRTP Plan. 

Mr. Smith inquired what was expected of this Board regarding this matter. It 
was learned that the members were to provide input, comments or thoughts 
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regarding regional projects if so desired. Mr. McDonald mentioned the US 1 
Retrofit and transit would be projects he would expect to see ranked highly. 
Mr. Smith said that he previously mentioned the FEC corridor and what it 
means to all our transportation routes. He said that it's imperative that we 
understand the impacts the FEC corridor will have on the Treasure Coast's 
transportation routes. These impacts will significantly change what currently 
exists, and not understanding or addressing them at this time to fix them will be 
a hugely missed opportunity. 

Mr. Smith said he also wanted to mention the Turnpike, the capacity of the 
bridge crossing it at SR 76 and turning it into an actual Turnpike Interchange. 
He clarified if the capacity of the Turnpike is going to expand in Martin 
County, this would afford us an opportunity to offset some of the capacity with 
the ability to get onto the Turnpike at SR 76. 

E. SIS 2045 MUL TIMODAL UNFUNDED NEEDS PLAN (MMUNP) 
Ms. Lois Bush introduced herself as being with FOOT, District IV and she 
provided the Board with a handout. She advised that Ms. Victoria Williams, 
with the Florida Turnpike is also here for your Turnpike projects and questions. 
Ms. Bush said that she'd cover District IV's SIS 2045 Multimodal Unfunded 
Needs Plan (MMUNP). She provided an outline for this presentation adding 
that the top page of the handout shows the SIS facilities of District IV followed 
by tables and maps for five modes of transportation identifying District IV 
projects. She highlighted the maps as short-term 2025, mid-term 2035 and 
long term 2045. Ms. Bush provided background on the establishment of the 
SIS program and its composition, stating that it is the State's Transportation 
System and accounts for the majority of the freight movement within the State 
offering details as to miles traveled per vehicle type. Ms. Bush stated that 
FDOT works with T/MPOs and other partners while giving emphasis to 
facilities that serve national, state and regional transportation functions. She 
provided a graphic which delineated the Planning and Programming Process 
through the implementation of specific projects. She walked the Board 
through the process on the screen, beginning with the Florida Transportation 
Plan and SIS Policy Plan, through the MMUNP, to the CFP, then to the new 
Ten Year Plan which breaks down into the second Five Year Plan, the MPO 
Priorities, the Adopted Work Program and finally to the Implementation of the 
Project. Ms. Bush detailed the SIS 2045 MMUNP Update Process from the 
kickoff update in January 2016, the various modes of transportation with 
designated and proposed SIS facilities, through the review processes, 
consulting and coordination efforts with numerous agencies and entities, 
identifying the needs without regard to available funding sources. It is an 
unconstrained Plan she said. Ms. Bush noted the outreach to the T/MPOs and 
the anticipated outreach to come providing a timeline through May, 2017 and 
adding that it is an important part of the project. She noted the number of 
projects from 2040-2045 with the approximate costs suggesting that three new 
rail projects may be added as well as "truck only" lanes. Ms. Bush detailed the 
Treasure Coast Highways and potential SIS Projects for District IV. 
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One project noted was the Indiantown SR 710 Bypass, and Mr. McDonald 
stated that Indiantown has not been in favor of the Bypass project. Mr. 
Anthony Dowling affirmed saying that he's aware that it's not currently funded 
but is aware that funding can happen quickly. He asked if she has information 
about that project as Indiantown does not feel that it is in their best interest. 
Ms. Bush said that it is in the 2045 long term plans and there is no guarantee it 
would be funded or built, but it's there for consideration if plans change in the 
future reminding the Board that it is a SIS facility. Mr. Dowling inquired if it's 
not a priority or in the best interest of Indiantown, why is it there for 
discussion? Ms. Bush restated that it's there in the future in the event the 
circumstances change but she will take that information back to the office. She 
said that the joint committee requested that the project remain in as future 
options, but if the Board wishes it to be removed she will have the office look 
into it. Mr. Dowling expressed his thanks. Mr. Smith advised Mr. Dowling of 
the three different options that were originally provided. He suggested that this 
option remain as with the progression of Indiantown toward Incorporation, 
Indiantown may want to study this and make a determination at a later date. 
As a "Town" it could be removed from the long range plans but that too will 
have long term consequences. Mr. Smith suggested to possibly look at it 
again, as there were other options when the Development of Regional Impacts 
(DRI's) were being considered, one being a half way-type bypass. Ms. Bush 
explained that all of these projects would be preceded by many requisite 
studies seeking efficiencies. Mr. Dowling appreciated the comments, 
indicating that he's just wanting to represent the best interests of Indiantown. 

Finally, Ms. Bush mentioned a modification to a port connection from I-95 to 
Ft. Pierce. She said she learned that it will be a two year study and she will 
advise in more detail at a later date. Ms. Bush delineated the 2045 District IV 
Transit and Rail Projects and their costs as well as some projects in District 
Six. She said that there are rail projects which are a combination of extended 
passenger service of Tri-Rail on the CSX Railroad from Mangonia Park in 
Palm Beach County to the Veteran's Administration Hospital on Blue Heron 
Boulevard, as well as north to Jupiter. Ms. Bush said that also included the 
grade separation study project at Monterey Road in Martin County as well as 
separations in Broward and Palm Beach Counties. She highlighted the 
passenger services from Miami to Jupiter as well as Amtrak from Miami to 
Jacksonville adding a new potential SIS rail on US 27 from Miami-Dade to 
Palm Beach Counties. Ms. Bush pointed out the Seaports, the number of 
projects from Port Everglades to the Port of Ft. Pierce and anticipated costs. 
She provided a Recap of the District's SIS 2045 MMUNP, Update and Next 
Steps adding that the SIS 2045 CFP will begin in 2017. Ms. Bush provided the 
contact information for Ms. Dykstra and herself advising that she will pass the 
floor to Ms. Victoria Williams, the FOOT/Turnpike liaison. The Turnpike is a 
limited access SIS facility in various areas throughout the State. Ms. Williams 
advised that the projections for the Master Plan are widening to six lanes from 
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Jupiter in Palm Beach County to Becker Road in Martin County. Ms. Williams 
said that they have a process to evaluate the needs for Short, Intermediate and 
Long Term projects. She said that generates two documents, the Master Plan 
which is annually updated and the Traffic Tons Report which work together to 
determine capacity on the roads as well as interchanges. She said that there are 
some similar widening projects to be constructed in St. Lucie (FY 2030) and 
Indian River Counties (FY 2035). She advised of two interchange 
modifications in the Treasure Coast Region at St. Lucie Boulevard and 
Midway Road. In response to Mr. Smith's comment about the request for an 
Interchange at SR 76, it currently is not shown as a need but she appreciates 
the suggestion. She advised that currently there is a resurfacing project being 
planned which will extend from Indiantown to Southeast Becker Road. It 
currently is in the PD&E Study process (typically two plus years) to ensure that 
all avenues are taken into consideration to not duplicate projects by having a 
widening project fall short after the resurfacing. Ms. Williams said that they 
do see the need for the LRTP amendment to incorporate the study findings as 
the vicinity has just been identified for potential widening. That study finding 
opens the door for additional evaluations like a noise study for communities 
near the Turnpike. She will follow up to see if the interchange reliever to 1-95 
will be in the PD&E and she will report back to the Board. She followed up 
with the Stuart interchange [milepost 132] to review the capacity of the ramp 
and it does exhibit possible congestion in 2025. The Turnpike's planning 
documents will be updated in the upcoming months and she will take questions 
at this time. Mr. Smith mentioned that this is why he has suggested looking at 
the bridge not knowing it would be widened, which makes it more practical 
since 1-95 will be widened causing more capacity requirement of the 1-95 
crossing at SR 76. He suggested that FDOT and the Turnpike need to 
communicate to eliminate overbuilding the interchange at 1-95 as Martin has 
just built three turning lanes on SR 76 to 1-95. 

9. COMMENTS FROM FDOT 
None 

10. COMMENTS FROM ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
None. 

11. COMMENTS FROM BOARD MEMBERS 
Mr. Ciampi said he is going to be looking closely with the staff in the School District 
and the Sheriffs Office for suggestions for the corridor between the Palm City Post 
Office and West of the Turnpike since even when the road was one way in both 
directions there's a decent amount of traffic accidents, some with fatalities. He said 
parents have mentioned to him about a back entrance to an elementary school. The 
sheriffs office and the school have put into place a number of crossing guards to try 
to calm the traffic. Mr. Ciampi said that even with flashing lights motorists still 
speed through the school zone areas. He made a plea that if anyone has any 
suggestions to improve this situation, please let him be aware. 
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12. NOTES 

Ms. Beltran advised that prior to the meeting there was a handout distributed 
containing the 2017 Legislative Priorities. 

13. NEXT MEETING: 
May 22, 2017 at 9:00 AM. 

14.ADJOURN 

As there were no remaining agenda items, the Chair adjourned the meeting RONR 
(10th ed.), p.233, c. (9) at 10:54 AM. 

t H. Brassard, "nistrative Assistant III 
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